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MAY 2018 CONTENT CALL: 
THE WEEKLY PLANNER 

Recording Transcript 

We’re keeping it super practical here for the month because a little dicky bird told me 
that some of the things that are coming back from the coaching sessions are 
challenges around organization and planning. I want to make sure that we give you 
something super practical - not tons of heavy stuff that you need to learn today- 
especially because we’re going into the ABI - our second one of the year. You're going 
to be coming back with lots of new ideas and inspiration that you want to implement. 
You're going to need a simple system and some simple tips to help you. I’m going to be 
sharing with you some of the tools we use to help keep us on track and some of the 
key mindsets as well.  

When it comes to planning time in the business, I've got to admit this isn't the most 
natural skill set for me. I'm fairly organized and like to stay on top of things and feeling 
like I’ve got that sense of control - but I’m not a natural to plan everything down to the 
last detail. I like creativity and flow and being able to go with my energy. The good 
news is I’ve had to build these skills for myself. Even if you don’t think you’re the most 
organized, planner type person, this is just a skill set - a skill set like so many others 
inside of the business that you definitely need to develop. It is a skill set for 
entrepreneurs because by our very nature we love to do so many different things. 
Variety is the spice of life. That's probably a motto for most of us. We're intrigued by 
lots of things. We're interested by lots of things. We're curious and creative. That's 
what makes us an entrepreneur. The flip side of that is that’s what can get us into 
trouble when it comes to time management and planning.  

Having some simple systems in place and tools will really help you here because 
chaos in your business - chaos behind the scenes especially - is going to translate into 
chaos with clients, chaos with delivery and coming across as scattered. We definitely 
want to have some things that are going to keep you feeling like you’re taking charge 
and you're in control. That's what this weekly planning system is all about.  

I'd love to know before we even get started: What are some of your biggest challenges 
right now around time management and planning your week?  
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First and foremost, it's really important to have some sort of system - something that's 
going to be working for you in the business - and create a system that works for you. It 
doesn't have to be the most high-tech. Here you can see Robert’s put on the slide 
manual systems: alarm clocks, pens, phones and digital systems. You've got to find out 
what works best for you because really the best system is the one that you're actually 
going to use. No point in having something fancy. For me, a system is something that 
once I've got it working, I no longer have to think about it. It does the heavy lifting for 
me. If I'm constantly having to think about it and it feels like such hard work or counter-
intuitive to actually build the system and work the system, it's giving me an insight that 
it's just not the right system for me. I'm going to be sharing something that I've created 
in the last couple of days at the upcoming ABI because that's precisely a system that 
wasn't working for me. I was like, “There's got to be a different way that's actually going 
to work with me” and I’m going to share this with our own clients because something 
tells me you might like this too.  

A system is one of those things that’s easily repeatable and it feels like it's doing the 
heavy lifting for you. Inevitably, I think the most important system - because we’re 
going to be talking about planning and time management - is your calendar. Your 
schedule, your agenda, whatever you want to call it. How do you actually manage that? 
That is the starting place when it comes to time management. In my early days of 
running a business and only having a few clients, I didn't have any system to my 
calendar whatsoever. It was open space. I didn't have anything segmenting the few 
clients that I had back then. They could go on my calendar pretty much at any time. It 
was also a very manual system. In the early days, I actually had a Filofax like the blue 
agenda you're seeing there. I would write things in pencil then I would write things in 
pen, so it would become a whole mess. Then we went over to digital. Now we're at a 
point where we've got automated systems on the calendar where I've got certain 
blocked days that are available for clients. For our private clients, we just give them the 
link and say, “Here it is.” We’ve created the system. You book the time now that's going 
to work for you and if you don't see something there that's going to work for you, you 
write into our support team and we'll see what we can do for you. That's a system. I no 
longer have to worry about that and all the parameters of the calendar. 

The very fundamentals of time management are going to be your calendar and 
deciding what you want your calendar to look like. This is so important. When I first 
started out my business, I felt like I had to be at everybody's beck and call. Anytime 
there was an opportunity or I thought there was an opportunity I would be available. It 
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got me very scattered and responding to everybody else's whims and not having any 
system for myself. We've got to step back and ask ourselves: What do we really want 
our calendar to look like so that we can create it in a way that serves us first and then 
everybody else can fit around that?  

I don't know if it has something to do with entering this new decade recently, but I’m 
really focused on energy and environment. It seems to become more important as I 
become more sensitive to it. Perhaps it's realizing how well it serves me. As we grow 
the business and have greater complexity and a bigger team, my own energy when I'm 
at my best and the environment that I work in is really key for me. We all have a lot of 
energy flow. Are you the early riser or are you the night owl? You're burning the 
midnight oil while everyone else is heading off to bed at 10 or 11 o'clock and all of the 
sudden you kick into gear. To a greater or lesser extent, we definitely need to respond 
to those energy levels - our natural flows - because that's when we're going to be our 
most productive. 

I know full well that if I’m trying to do something super creative and work on projects, 
typically after about 4 or 4:30 in the afternoon, it's just not going to happen. I'm going to 
drag my feet. It's going to feel like really hard work and I’m not going to be productive. I 
could be sitting trying to work on something for two hours that at another point in the 
day might only take me 15 minutes or 20 minutes to achieve. It really can be like four 
times productivity. When are your energy levels the highest? Perhaps it's not just one 
time of the day. Perhaps you realize that you've got several pockets in the day that 
work for you. I know that for me it’s going to bed early. I just get to a certain point in the 
day when suddenly it's diminishing returns. I'm not going to be achieving anything 
fantastic. I'm falling asleep. The quality of my attention and my presence is not at its 
best. I'm far better off getting into bed and then getting a really early start and starting 
off the day with those projects that require my energy first. For me, anything that's 
around content creation, anything that's around writing anything that’s for those 
projects I'm working on, I need to be able to do those early in the day.  

The second part of that is I also need an environment that supports me to do that. My 
office is fairly streamlined. I have very little tolerance for having a lot of paper and 
things around me. Unfortunately, I've not managed to be completely paper free so 
that's a battle. I'm certainly not losing it - we have quite minimal papers in the office - 
but I know I need to have a very clear office environment. Not have a ton of papers 
everywhere and not have a pile of things on my desk. Typically - I don’t know if you can 
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see - I've got some fresh roses or some fresh linens because that provides a calm 
environment in which I get to do my best work. It's also the environment that helps me 
to be that CEO of a seven-figure business, right? It's those next goals that you want to 
achieve. Is your environment really reflective of where you want to be heading or is it 
an environment that's still going to be pulling you back into your old mindset? This is 
just so important. For me, I do say a cluttered environment equals a cluttered mind. We 
have a lot more projects to manage these days. A lot more new things that we’re 
managing and a lot more moving parts so that's probably why that energy and that 
environment are even more important for me so I've got that clear mind and clear 
space to work in. 

One of my clients recently: We were talking about this recently and she said, “I've really 
discovered just recently - Is this crazy, Vanessa? Is this a little bit weird?” I always love 
when clients come with, “Is this weird? Is this normal? Is there something wrong with 
me?” because I always think, “What are they going to ask next?” but this client was 
saying, “I've noticed that there are certain activities that I'm far better off performing 
outside of my office. My office isn't the best place.” I said, “No - this totally makes 
sense,” because I really believe that we can have different environments for different 
activities. There are certain places where my office environment is the best place for 
me. I have a nice big IMAX screen. I love working on a big screen especially when I'm 
writing. I have a big Google Doc. I just find it so much easier than working on a small 
screen- but I've also got my whiteboards here. I can go across them with a pen and 
map things out and use Post-Its. That's a good environment for writing and creating 
things. There are other environments where I want to be planning and I sometimes find 
that my office isn't the best place for that. I could be planning in another room in the 
home. I can even go outside. I might even go to a coffee shop and get completely out 
of my office environment and work on something else. If I've got some projects that I 
really want to think through creatively, I've gone off to little luxury hotels and boutique 
environments - something that's going to support me to be creative whereby I'm just 
sitting there with an iPad or a notebook, I can just turn off all of those distractions and 
I'm not looking at Facebook. I’m not looking at my emails. I'm not looking at the slack 
channels where all these other people and distractions are. I can’t allow myself to get 
distracted. I take responsibility for that statement. I can go off into a different 
environment. 

Don't think about one environment being the best one; think about multiple different 
ones. What I've noticed is that when I switch up the environments, it also feeds my 
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energy. There can be times when I notice my energy is slipping - especially getting into 
the afternoon. If I can switch it up and move to a different environment, it's almost as if I 
feel like I've got a new beginning. I'm reinvigorated there.  

One of the next really key pieces around time management and effective planning of 
your time: I think it's Brian Tracy that coined this phrase - that notion of Eating That 
Frog. “Eat the frog first." I'm sure you've heard of this before. When Robert was putting 
slides together, he was like, “What the heck is that? Why do you want an image of a 
frog?” because I just give him the tiles and the images I want and he's like, “What's that 
about? Clearly you missed that piece.” Imagine this: if you had to eat a live, cold slimy 
frog. I can't imagine anything worse frankly. Would you want to get it over and done 
with really quickly or do you want to spend all day long thinking about it and feeling 
repulsed by it and it just drains your energy every time you're thinking about it and 
you're getting distracted? That's what this concept is about. We’ve all got things in our 
business that we don't particularly like doing that's one category or we're in that place 
where we don't have the budget perhaps to outsource or delegate it. We don't have the 
bandwidth to do that. We can't just get everything off our plate that we'd love to. Either 
it's that we don't like doing it or it's those things that are outside of our comfort zone 
and there's some fear factor around. Those places where perhaps we're doing reach-
outs: we're doing the follow-ups, sales calls. I know Kathy's going to definitely be 
hammering this message home and doing the reach out for sales calls and sales 
appointments and anything like that that directly relates to sales. We've found that 
doing those calls first thing in the morning is absolutely optimum.  

Why is that? First and foremost, because most people's energy is going to be higher 
then. It's a more optimum time. You're going to catch people typically in their higher 
energy periods before the rest of the day has wrapped their attention. If we're really 
honest about why it is that we don't make those calls, it feels like eating a frog at some 
level. Perhaps we don't know what to say. We're searching for the perfect words. We're 
procrastinating. The big one around eating that frog is that we're fearful of rejection. 
What's going to happen when somebody says, “No, I don't want to work with you. 
Please don't call me again. You're being a pain,” or whatever it is. We all have those 
fears around coming face to face with that. Most times, it's never going to be anywhere 
as bad as you imagine it to be in your own mind. Wouldn't you rather get it out of the 
way first?  
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You've got to think about those activities that are the most stretching for you right now. 
They're your frog activities and you've got to decide what they are. I can't decide that 
for you and put them right upfront in your day. Mine was follow-ups. I'm going to be 
super transparent and honest: I had some things as I was going through this and they 
were nagging around in my own brain. There were little follow-ups on some things that 
I had dropped the ball on and spent too much time. Some things had come up when 
my mother was here and we'd gone on a team retreat. There was just a whole host of 
things that had come together in the real-life business. I'd seen those things come in 
and hadn't responded immediately which is often a big mistake because it would have 
taken me one minute in that moment and then those things were nagging away at me. I 
know of course I'm not the only one and that's why I share that. Last night as I was 
getting my mindset into gear for teaching today, I was like, “What are some of those 
things - those frogs - that I need to get right out of the way tomorrow morning?” This 
wasn't about rejection. It was about being embarrassed that those things fell through 
the cracks. I waited too long to respond and I felt really lame and I was embarrassed 
by it. 

It's like, “I'm embarrassed - but what's the bigger problem here?” It’s like they're going 
to think I'm a complete loser because I haven't responded or I get a bad reputation. 
Any other opportunities that come out of this - well, there won't be any opportunities. 
I've closed that door. That now feel so much worse than just eating that frog and 
saying, “I'm really sorry. I completely dropped the ball on this. I had a lot of things 
happening. I would love to follow up” and I finish it with, “I’m really looking forward to 
hearing back from you. I hope you don't spend quite as long to respond as I did.” I'm 
just going to go in with some honesty here and some humor and I hope that they can 
appreciate it. - but you know what? I did it very first thing the next morning because 
that was my frog for today.  

Irrespective - and this is the interesting thing about this - of whether they actually 
respond and pick this up again I've no longer got to eat that frog. It's no longer 
bothering me. It's no longer bouncing around my brain, nagging me, draining energy. Ii 
actually feel complete on that phase. I did what I should have done all along, so I can 
move on. It's freed up my energy. Some of those frogs can be those big things that you 
know you have to get on top of to take your business to the next level. Get them first 
thing in the day. Sometimes it's just those sillier things that build up and that's why I 
love to do those when my energy's high. In five minutes, they were taken care of this 
morning. Of course, most people say, “Why didn't I do that sooner?” 
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One of the other things that I started to discover - and this started to happen early on in 
my business - but it really started to happen as we grew the business more and this is 
something that we're moving more and more to now as we grow the business. It's this 
idea of theme days. I'm going to be super transparent here today. My intention for this 
call is not to say, “We've got this perfect. We've got this absolutely fabulous. We've got 
this streamlined. We never miss a deadline. We're just going to hand you our system 
and you can replicate it.” My intention today is to be super honest and say that as your 
business grows, you are going to discover new challenges. There's going to be new 
things that crop up and even the systems that you put in place in the early days are no 
longer going to work for you. Things need to shift and change. This whole concept for 
me of the theme days probably came up about three to four months ago. It might have 
even been slightly longer than that. My team started to look at the calendar - and my 
calendar was just going crazy. We were trying to accommodate everything. If I got a 
speaking engagement and then I've got client appointments and then I've got to have 
time for content development, all of the sudden my calendar started to feel like we'd 
lost control of it. I was going from one thing to the next. A lot of those different things 
that I was going from could be very different types of activities. In one moment, I might 
be in development and content creation and then the next minute, I'm hopping on a call 
with my clients. For me, they're very different energies and a very different way for me 
to think. One of them is very internal and creative when I'm in that content 
development. Then the other way is more external and working with the clients. What I 
was finding was it just wasn't working for me. I felt like I was all over the place.  

Let's step back from the calendar and start to really look at how I want that calendar to 
be working for where the business is today. The business has evolved. It needs to start 
to work differently. I've shared that it's a work in progress with the themes. It's not 
perfect and I'll share with you the work-arounds that we're doing. It was looking at if we 
could divide the week into five core things or even ten. It might be that we could start to 
divide the days up into ten different things that need to happen. Can we start to theme 
the week and the days so that we don’t keep jumping around between these different 
activities and keep focused energy where it needs to be? I want you to think about if 
there are any themes for the days that you want to create for yourself. What would 
those look like? What would an ideal day look like for a start? What time would you 
want to start? What time would you want to end? We started to put some buffers at the 
ends of my day. The reality is, unless there's a real emergency, I'm not going to be the 
best after 5 o'clock especially if I've been going all day. I want to be at my best energy 
when it comes to things with my coaching clients. I've got to think, “Where does that 
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fit?” and not do things super late in the day unless there's a real emergency and a real 
reason to do so. What would be those three things for you? I'm going to circle back on 
the worksheets and share what a few of those were.  

We've been using this tool in our accountability in the STELLAR groups. We say: What 
have been your three must-dos for the week? These have been my absolute savior. I 
see a lot of you saying, “I've got to prioritize getting everything done.” The reality is not 
everything should be done at once and not everything can be done at once. Dan 
Sullivan - the head Strategic Coach and mega big coaching and training company - he 
also focuses on his three high value activities. That's every single day. It's saying, 
“What are those three activities that I really must focus on that are going to drive the 
business forward?” Start with those.  

Here's the mindset behind that: If we were to focus on not the things that we could do - 
most of the things on our to-do list are not items necessarily that will move the 
business forward. They're things that would be nice to do. Perhaps we can delegate 
them to somebody else. We could defer them. Perhaps they don't even need to be 
done at all. Yet we put them as to-do's so that we get that sense of achievement: “Well, 
I've ticked these off.” What if instead of having to-do's, we have these three musts? I 
must achieve these three things before the day is done and those three things I believe 
to the best of my ability are going to be moving the needle on my business. Everything 
else comes underneath. We don't even focus on those things until the most important 
activities are done. I want you to start to think about that. You’ve got your big to-do list - 
but what are the musts that must happen? Christina, one of your musts right now is 
probably going to be starting with time blocking for that time when you say, “I must 
work on my business” and it might just be for an hour a day - but it's not patient time. 
You do it at the time when it's high energy for you and that's one of the first tasks: 
blocking it.  

The second then is going to be - what are you having the discipline to actually work on 
in that time? What are the activities that must be followed through on? Sometimes I'll 
literally grab a Post-It note at the end of my day and do a quick review of the day. With 
that post-it note, I like to get a Sharpie pen and I'll quickly write down on there my three 
musts for the next day. They do change. I don't know what my three musts are 
necessarily on Thursday unless they're repeatable things that we're doing. I don't 
necessarily know on Monday what my three musts are for Thursday, so I need to keep 
reviewing them as the week evolves. I'll just grab a Post-It note. I'll stick it right on my 
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keyboard so that I cannot miss it. Those are the reminders of exactly what I have to 
start with first thing in the morning. Super simple. Even that discipline of thinking 
through at the end of the day - what are the three musts for tomorrow? - will already 
save you time and efficiency because now you don't get to your desk going, “Where do 
I start?” You're ready to go at a place where your energy is highest.  

Super important - and I think we can all be guilty of forgetting this - is what I call 
Rewards and Renewals. This isn't about creating you as a machine and you being a 
robot - or myself for that matter - and you're just going to become this productivity 
expert and it's just do, do, do. As human beings, we need to see that there's progress. 
A lot of us enjoy the rewards. We've been productive so now how do we reward 
ourselves? Those can be some small things. It can be as simple as giving yourself 
what feels like the luxury of sitting down and reading a book for an hour. You are doing 
some of those other things that you want to be doing for yourself. I know that for me, 
that can just feel lovely. Sit down and just say, “You know what? I'm just going to read 
and grab that coffee and skim through something.” That can be fun. It can be some of 
those bigger rewards. Are you taking yourself off for some self-care? Are you taking 
some time for renewal? Are you booking the massage? Girls, are you getting your nails 
done? Guys, are you getting them done as well? Whatever those things are because 
us girls love for you to be looking good as well! Insider secret: Robert and I often go off 
and - he doesn't get his nails done like this - but he loves to get that treat of getting a 
pedicure and getting that self-care. We'll both go and do that together. That's part of 
the Rewards and Renewals. You've been doing what you're supposed to be doing and 
you're going to book that self-care appointment. It's a time when somebody else is 
taking care of us and then we come back renewed.  

We want to think about this in your cycle of planning your week and your weeks and 
your month. Where are you putting time for that so you are renewing your energy and 
coming back fresh? It might even be fun stuff. I'd love to hear what your ideas would 
be. You might decide that you're working towards having Fridays off but for now that 
just doesn't see possible so your starting place - and you're waiting until you can take 
every Friday off - is you're going to block the last Friday of every month and that is 
going to become your fun day. It's not the day for catching up on chores or cleaning up 
your desk or anything else. It's actually going to be a fun day for you. That could be an 
example.  
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We’ve got to think about planning that in. Otherwise, you're going to become robotic. 
You’ll lose the energy and the reason why you're wanting to plan and use your time 
more efficiently. I do think that's a big challenge for us all especially the way we work 
now. Most of us are working from home. Even if you're working from an office, we've all 
got our devices. I'm sitting here and I've got three devices: I've got my iPad, I've got my 
phone and I've got my iMac. I could bring in a laptop and then I'd have four sitting right 
here on one desk. We've all got multiple devices these days. There are many channels 
of communication. Even if you’ve got an office, it's so easy to just open your iPhone, 
open something else and always feel like you're always on. Having and building in that 
time when you are distraction-free, gadget-free, screen-free. It’s super important for 
renewing your energy.  

What's been the most valuable piece that you've heard so far as it relates to you and 
where you're at right now?  

Brian Tracy has got so many books; all of his are good. If you were to just Google “eat 
the frog” right now, you'll see enough on Wikipedia to expel out what that's all about. I 
believe it came from a good book - super practical - called Focus by Brian Tracy. I 
know that's one of my favorites that I've read time and time again. That would be a 
good recommendation.  

"We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence then is not an act but a habit." Rome 
wasn't built in a day. You've got to remember that - especially if you just feel so 
challenged with time management and organization. Just start where you can. Start 
with your calendar. It's really the most logical place to start. Start organizing that and 
then everything else can fill it around - but don't start to think about overhauling 
everything because you'll get overwhelmed there.  

These are ideas here for Themed Days. This is not how my week is working perfectly. 
We're in transition moving to a new way of doing things. My pillars on the week that 
have been working for a long time and now I can't imagine doing it any other way are 
Marketing Mondays and Follow-Up Fridays. It's incredibly rare that I have appointments 
on those days unless there is some exception. Really exceptional. They're strict 
boundaries. Marketing Monday: The way I've been able to start my day is typically 
tennis. If I have a match, they happen to be on Mondays. Now, the season is over I do 
drills and things. It's a way of getting my energy up high. For me, starting my week with 
tennis really felt like a CEO activity. It really did. That was my activity that helped me to 
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go, “You know what? I am being the CEO of my business.” That came from working 
with a lot of top performers particularly in the legal world. They were using that time or I 
was coaching them to start to change their weeks so they were using that time. They 
were using it for themselves. They were using it for their own reflection. We used to call 
it white space. Where were they going to be strategically thinking about their business, 
their caseloads, their team that they needed to manage they were taking their 
businesses to the next level, business growth? Where was there time for that? Those 
Monday mornings.  

This is really going back some years now. You'll remember if I've told you this story 
when I got my lucky break. He was the managing partner of a regional law firm: 
Duncan his name was. He wanted that Monday morning with me. That's how I got one-
on -one coaching with him. He just said, “Listen, I just want to be with you. I need to be 
out in nature. I want to move.” At the time, some of you may or may not know this, I 
was a Nordic walking instructor which is a very cardio way of walking. He said, “I just 
want out in nature. Big hikes. Ask me a series of questions. I need your help to process 
everything and get it out and have it make sense so that I can get my energy up and 
get my priorities clear for the week.” That's what he hired me for in those early days.  

At that point, I had never been working with CEOs. I'd been a stay at home mom 
quickly turned weight loss coach and this was still in the early days of my business so 
I'd never experienced working with peak performers at that level: people that were 
running big businesses, people that had so many pressures and demands on their 
time. Back then, in all honesty, I didn't realize how valuable that time was to him until 
years later. It was on the eve of us leaving here to move to the States. I'd gone out to 
dinner with him. He was a great friend by this point and he said, “Those were my 
favorite times at that time of my career: my Mondays with you.” That was years later 
that I actually discovered that. A big part of that was it enabled him to step into the 
CEO role and get his energy up and get clear. He felt that it was setting him up well for 
the week.  

That's where my Monday morning comes from. It comes from seeing that and then 
training up. Many other people in that business used that time as white space whether 
it was on the golf course, sports for themselves, getting to the gym, just being in a 
coffee shop, not being in the office. It didn't matter what they chose. That became the 
way to set up the week. What is your CEO activity that will really help you? 
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Then from there this is where I use my time to work on marketing. This is going to look 
like lots of different things but essentially, I'll block the different activities that I need to 
be working on. 

Tuesdays – as you know we put the structure in this program. Tuesdays are always 
teaching days. For me, they’re also team days. We have a team meeting beforehand, 
so we get those in the morning and then we go into teaching days. Then, there could 
be coaching clients in the afternoon. It’s essentially pretty much a teaching day. That’s 
the mentality. Wednesdays for me generally speaking are going to be very open for 
coaching appointments as are Thursdays. This isn’t cut and dry. They’re divided 
between Wednesday and Thursdays.  

 We’re also thinking about some new marketing initiatives and new reach-outs. What 
else is going to be generating money in the business? We’ve got to think about that as 
a CEO. Thursdays are likely to be that day. We’re going to start to theme them so 
when those types of activities start to be plugged in, when are they happening? It’s 
likely to be on a Thursday. For me what’s worked really well is this notion of not 
working with clients on Friday – but it’s follow-ups. It’s those other activities that need 
to happen but no client-facing. It could be closing the loop on a few things. It could be 
closing the loop on some things I’ve started during the week that now I want to finish 
up Friday. I’m writing a book right now so we’re putting that on a Friday. It feels really 
great. It’s not squeezed between anything else and I feel very relaxed at the end of the 
week and my energy is great to work on it. It actually feels like something really special 
to do.  

That's been the thought process behind my themed days. Now, you might have to draw 
a line in the middle and divide them in half. Perhaps you’ve got to have ten different 
activities in there for now. Just thinking in terms of bulking some of those activities 
together will really help you. For me, what helps is I don’t have to think about things 
quite as much. It’s marketing day. That’s easy, so let’s now focus on that. I look 
forward to the different days because my energy’s going to be shifting throughout the 
week. Previously, this came out of my starting to get very scattered and even my team 
was like, “Whoa. Your calendar’s gone out of control. How the heck are you doing 
this?” “Yeah, we need to reign some things back in here and actually make some 
changes.” I’m generally speaking feeling a lot happier around the calendar now. Those 
theme days throughout the month. You could be blocking just a couple of days where 
you just want to have non-client facing to work on your business. It doesn’t have to be 
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hours every day. You might decide that for you it’s better to do a solid day every two 
weeks. Just think about what’s going to work best for you.  

I’ve given you an example of my theme days and our current thinking. I don’t think it’s 
going to differ so much from that. You’ve got a blank one there to start to think about 
yours. The other tool that’s been really helpful is from Steven Covey from the 7 Habits 
of the Most Highly Effective People. It’s an amazing piece of work and something we 
used to use in executive development. It’s so important for us as small business 
owners when it comes to time management to look at the different things we’re 
engaged in on any given day. Are we getting dragged into things that feel like they’re 
urgent and but not necessarily important - as opposed to working on things that are not 
urgent now but are actually important?  

Let me give you a couple of examples of that. For those of you that might feel like 
you’re constantly putting out fires and you’re at the beck and call of client demands and 
they’re phoning: I’m thinking back to my law firm days. That used to be a complaint the 
whole time: “The clients are calling and they expect me to answer the phone 
immediately.” These things were urgent but not really important. What it was doing was 
interrupting the attorney’s day. They couldn't get on with their work. They felt like they 
had to respond to something. Often it wasn’t something important, but the distraction 
was still there. What did it come down to? It had come down to that the system wasn't 
in place. They hadn’t communicated clearly enough what the next steps were in the 
process. It was a communication breakdown and had they said it’s going to be x 
amount of days and we’ll get back to you, perhaps they wouldn’t have had that phone 
call. That was a system that could go into place to try and solve that. We get into this 
place where we’ve got the urgent things and they feel important. Urgent and important 
is when you’ve got a pressing deadline for things. They absolutely have to be done and 
then all of the sudden you’re banging up against the deadline. We all do it. Some 
people are better at this than others. I’ve been guilty of this because I get that energy 
rush as a typical A-type personality. We get that energy rush of the deadline and we 
push things up to get a little too close to the deadline because we know it’s going to be 
that energy rush that is going to get us over the finish line.  

We’ve got to be a little bit mindful of those things. It can work as long as we’re pretty 
clear what it’s going to take to get it to the deadline on time. Other times it can be a 
source of immense stress. Ideally as a business grows, we need to be working on 
those important things in a non-urgent way. We need to shift them over to the right of 
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this matrix. Some of those not urgent but important things are going to be things like 
planning. Most people don’t want to sit down and plan. It feels like the unsexy boring 
thing – but so much time can be saved by taking the time to plan. How many of you 
when you’ve worked out the plan kind of go, “Okay. I’ve got that sense of relief. Now 
I’m clear. Now I’ve just got to follow the plan.” That may or not be the next problem, but 
at least you’ve got the plan.  

We want to put that plan to Not Urgent category but still Important so that it becomes a 
practice of the business. I’m going to use sales because I think this is a really important 
function: Sales – they’ll become urgent and important when you’re hitting cashflow 
crunches; not working on sales and marketing consistently when they’re non-urgent. 
They still were maybe important but they’re non-urgent. This is going to make higher 
level value activities. Going down to that right-hand corner, the Not Important and Not 
Urgent are really those things that are time wasters. I think that many of us are 
challenged in this day and age with time wasters. One of the things fortunately that we 
don’t have to deal with in our business anymore since we’re not working in somebody 
else’s organization used to be a real time waster. I remember when I did work in big 
organizations the drama and gossip and those distractions around the water cooler or 
the coffee breaks as we would have had them back then. Things that are not important 
not urgent and yet draining energy and time. 

We have a no drama zone in our business. That’s how we’ve chosen to operate and 
that’s part of our culture. Reality is, we really don’t have a lot of that going on in our 
business. What are the other things that could really take away our time and your time? 
Things like social media, emails, those things where all of the sudden you’re finding 
yourself cleaning up your desk. It’s not urgent or important and perhaps you’re doing it 
because you’ve just allowed things to keep building and building up. Some of those 
tasks that feel really easy and comfortable to you. Another one might be all of the 
sudden you’re cleaning out your email. You need to be focused on getting clients and 
you’re setting a goal that you’re going get your email box down to zero.  

One of the ways to use this matrix in a very self-honest practical way is to just do an 
analysis of the tasks that you’ve got to do in any given week. Just run through all of the 
tasks that you're focused on in any given week. You might need to have a pen and 
paper. Keep it handy and just throughout the day: “Responded to this. Answered this 
email. Went on Facebook.” Quickly look at: How are you spending your time? How are 
you spending your energy? This is between you, you and you so be honest about it. 
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Then put all of those activities into where you think they belong on this matrix. Most 
times when I’ve gone through this with people, it’s really eye opening because they’re 
going to find themselves working in that Not Important category. It’s not urgent. They’re 
in that Not Important category. We really want to shift things up to that top right where 
you are working on things in a calm productive way that are also important. They’re 
going to move your business forwards. That’s how I want to recommend you use that 
matrix for you. It doesn’t matter how long you’ve been in business; we all need to 
revisit this because as the business goes up to the next level, there are things that 
need to come off of your desk that are no longer important or that somebody else can 
do. This is a good practice that you can be doing at least every six months in your 
business and just start to go, “Wow, have I slipped into some habits that I’m now 
tolerating and no longer noticing?” 

Finally, some quick tips here to help you. Some of these I’ve covered already. I’m 
certainly not the first one to suggest these. I know that Dana has been working with 
you on time management as well. She’s a systems girl so she’s going to be really 
fabulous at helping you create your own system in your organization that can work with 
you. The first and most important thing is mindset. Just understanding that our time is 
our most valuable asset. You’ve got to spend it wisely because it’s the one thing we 
can’t get back again. You can spend money and you can’t earn it back again. You 
cannot spend time and get it back again. Let’s remember that. Time blocking. Block 
that time – one hour, two hours to work on your most valuable projects in the highest 
valuable time of day. Start to look at clustering similar activities. For a non-profit if 
you’re doing grant writing, you might want to have a grant writing day or a couple of 
days because that’s a big part of your business. See if you can cluster some of these 
activities. If you’ve got things to do with your team, see if you can cluster those as well 
so you’re not getting disjointed. For women particularly, multitasking is not a good 
thing. I say that because as women we tend to validate ourselves on multitasking and 
we brag about it. It has been proven that multitasking is highly ineffective. It’s about 
first things first. If you’re doing first things first, you’ll only ever be doing first things first, 
right? That project or that chunk milestone or that piece of that project you're working 
on - do that and only that. Do not answer the phone. Do not do emails. Do not do 
anything else in that same time until you’ve taken that where it needs to get to and then 
you’re working on the next piece.  

Use a task timer. I love doing that. Particularly when my motivation is a bit down on 
things or I’ve got a frog to eat or something. I literally get my iPad and start to set 20 or 
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30-minute periods with a timer. I just play a game with myself. That’s a great tip if 
you’ve got something that you know is a bigger project and you’re struggling to get 
started. Just start with 30 minutes of it. Most times when I get to the 30 minutes, I’m in 
a flow and I’m like, “I’m going to do another 30 minutes now.” That’s a great tip for 
getting yourself started. Don’t see it as the whole thing. Get started with 30 minutes.  

Go on a distraction diet. Notice for yourself where you get distracted. How many tabs 
have you got open on your computer right now? Interruptions – especially If you've got 
a team. Do you have an open-door policy that they can just speak to you at any point? 
Slack channels? Messages? You can turn them off. It’s for you to set some of those 
boundaries. Notice how often you are on social media. When I’m working on things 
now, I close down my tabs. I clean off my desktop. I close off Facebook and 
everything. All of those buttons, I turn off. I don’t have any distracting sound on my 
phone. I turned it over so I haven’t been able to see it as I’ve been teaching this. I turn 
it over on my desk. Sound is off and I can’t see those things. We all know that when we 
see those distractions, our eyes are just tempted to go, “I wonder what that is. Who is 
that?” Once in a while, Robert and Olivia say, “You never answer the phone.” Yeah, 
because it’s a practice that I've got. Get real honest about your own distractions. We 
live in a very distracted society nowadays. We have to be honest about that and then 
share some of the tips that can help us be more focused.  

Email is one of the biggest time suckers for me. It’s a major energy sucker as well. 
Agree that you're going to have some boundaries around that. Check it once at the 
beginning of the day and then check it at the beginning of the afternoon. It’s probably 
sufficient. Answer those things quickly and then move on.  

Setting clear intentions for your activities. Dana reminded me and inspired me with this 
one. This is another Dan Sullivan tip. We get really mindful around all of those activities 
that we’re doing and setting our intentions. We go into these things mindlessly. If you’re 
going out networking or to fill your calendar with appointments or you’re going to an 
event to meet people and build new relationships, it’s being intentional about what it is 
you really want to get out of it. This helps you to laser in on the focus and focus leads 
to you being more productive and performing at a higher level. Even being intentional 
about an appointment. I have an example of one that came on to my calendar recently. 
It all sounded good until the conversation started. I was like, “You got on to my 
calendar because I really thought there was a joint opportunity here. It’s blindingly 
obvious that this is one-sided. My intention was to find out what that opportunity was 
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legitimately, and it wasn’t there. Because I was clear on that intention, I just 
immediately cut it off. Very politely just said, “It’s clear this isn’t a fit for now,” and got 
my time back even though they had booked longer on my calendar.  

The 4Ds for sorting – This comes from a big get-it-done, great time management guru. 
He’s built a mega-business around that. It’s a GID program. He uses the 4Ds for 
sorting things. You’ve really got to make some decisions quickly. Do it now. If it was 
five minutes or less, do it now. The example of those emails that I should have 
responded to immediately would have taken me five minutes or less, yet I’ve been 
losing so much energy and embarrassment over that. Not a good place to be. Dump it 
if it’s not related to your goals. I’ve become a lot more black and white on that. In the 
early days, I would get indecisive. Now I’m like, “No, it’s not for now,” and we defer it. 
Not everything needs to be for today. It can be for later.  
 
Of course, where possible, delegate to somebody better qualified than you. I know not 
all of you have teams but sometimes it's delegating some of that personal stuff. If 
you’ve got kids, maybe you’ve got other people that could be helping you. Can you 
delegate your house cleaning? Can you delegate some other chore in your personal 
life? Delegation doesn’t have to mean your immediate team. It can just be 
about freeing up time and energy elsewhere so that you are more productive. I have to 
say I’ve gotten so much better at delegating. I’m really trusting people who are so 
much better at things than me. It helps me to focus on what I’m supposed to be doing. 

Last but certainly not least - this leads back into those must-do’s - proactive planning. 
You’ve heard the quote, “Failing to plan means planning to fail.” It really does. If you 
haven’t got a plan for your week, for your month and break it down to your day, you’re 
going to be at the beck and call of everybody else and get to the end of the day and 
really feel under-accomplished. That’s why it comes back to my 3 Must-Dos. The 
energy of when I’m asking what my 3 Must-Do’s are is: What are my 3 Must-Dos of to 
move the business forward? There’s also those 3 Must-Dos that help me feel 
accomplished. What is it that is going to help me feel accomplished? Because I know 
that energy of accomplishment is something that I can build on. Building on failed to-do 
lists, building on seeing a list of 20, 30, 50, 100 things and going, “Oh my gosh! I 
haven’t done any,” or “I’ve ticked three off and I’ve still got 17 left to do.” That’s just 
demoralizing. We can't build on that because it just feels like we never, ever get it all 
done.  
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By all means, have your master list. Put the master list there so you know that things 
are safe. Look at it with your 4Ds and go, “Ok, there are things I can do now. Do I 
dump it? Defer it? Can someone else help me with it?” Then take that list and move it 
into your 3 Must-Do’s that are going to help you feel accomplished. That’s really 
positive energy for you to build on so the next day you become far more productive.  

My bonus tip which is my big one is always leave a clean desk to start fresh again each 
day. I have to say just doing that one thing at the end of the day helps me feel really 
accomplished and peaceful. It’s that sense that I’m done for the day. It’s that 
completion. We’re done. I’m packing up my desk. I’ve got the cushion behind me here. 
I put it back neatly on the chair. I’ve now developed a ritual around it. My iPad goes to 
one side. Charge any devices. We’re done. It’s complete and that gives me a really 
good feeling at the end of the day.  

I want you to take one idea from today: Rome wasn’t built in a day. At the end of the 
day, I’ve given you ten tips here that everybody can incorporate. We’ve incorporated all 
of those ten certainly into my side of the business. Some of those need to be revisited. 
We’ve incorporated it - but now do we need to take it up a level? Do we need to be 
stricter with that? What does version 2.0 of that particular activity look like? What does 
version 5.0 of that look like? It’s like constantly starting with that foundation with one 
thing. Get the foundation in place and take it up a level. What’s one thing that you 
could work on?  

 


